LumbarWear®
LIVING and LOOKING SMART

a unique garment designed to
improve health, well- being and visible appearance.
Patented Technology
X-Static Yarn

Barcelona, December
Be at your best with LUMBARWEAR core precision underwear. Using the latest high
performance athletic technologies, our precision-fit seamless compression
underwear is engineered to optimize and energize the body, from street to sport,
work to weekend.
Designed with physiotherapy and ergonomic insights, LUMBARWEAR products
immediately improve health, well-being and visible appearance. Every one, every
day, everywhere.
Inspiration COMES from the sport category - specifically, the new compression
garments designed for elite athletes. ERGONIMIC SUPPORT IN THE TRUNK AREA IS
ESSENTIAL FOR THE MAINTANANCE OF THE UPRIGHT POSTURE, BACK PAIN
MINIMIZATION AND INJURY PREVENTION.
A Technically-advanced compression garment developed to help THE WEARER
perform. LUMBARWEAR IS scientifically designed to increase blood flow to and from
the muscles in order to improve performance, reduce the risk of injury, and
accelerate muscle recovery. once worn, you won’t want to leave home without it.
FOR Active people of all ages, who are seeking a high quality product that is
practical, hygienic, comfortable, pleasant to wear, easy to look after and
affordable. With a seamless structure, providing just the right level of flexible yet
firm compression that activates the torso muscles without causing muscle atrophy,
it protects supports and alleviates discomfort in the lumbar region.
LumbarWear® employs proprio-receptive training concepts used in occupational
and physical therapy to engage and strengthen core muscle groups. Improved
abdominal strength, posture and stability relieves lower back pain preventing back
injuries and achieving long-term back wellness.
Patented, LumbarWear® is designed to accompany its wearer day-in, day-out.
Already achieving great success across various countries in Europe, it is fast
becoming a backs best friend.
Obviously, the best guarantee is to see and test it for yourself!
Thank you.

The LumbarWear® team.

LumbarWear® - A backs best friend
Just some of its many benefits:



















Helps strengthen the torso muscles
SUPPORT MUSCLE RECOVERY
Blend of innovative, latest technology and high quality fibres
Seamless patented technology ENHANCING BLOOD CIRCULATION
Protects and supports the lumbar region HELPING TO REDUCE BACK PAIN
Delicate action proven to activate the torso muscles without causing muscle
atrophy
Helps to improve body posture
Adapts perfectly to the wearer’s body like a second skin, Sculpts and
improves the silhouette
Thermodynamic; HELPS maintain CONTROL OF body temperature
Absorbs odours
X-Static Yarn; anti-bacterial
Wicking action allows the skin to breathe
Discreet; invisible under clothing
Seamless, ensuring maximum comfort
Non-constrictive, enabling freedom of movement
Can be worn daily, both at work or during leisure time
Machine washable just like any other underwear garment
Fights and effective against cold and moisture.

LumbarWear® - the perfect solution to protect, support and
alleviate discomfort in the lumbar region and provide maximum
comfort
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Use during physical and sporting activities
80% of the population experiences back pain at some point in their lives.
Anyone experiencing discomfort in the lumbar/abdominal region
People
o Whose work requires physical activity
o Lifting or carrying heavy weight
o Sitting for long periods in the same position
o Travelling or driving for many hours
o On their feet for long periods
Post-operative periods, protecting the affected area for rapid recovery
Diabetic patients due to seamless construction
Improved posture
Working outdoors
People of all ages looking to achieve maximum comfort and well being
Everyday use = whilst active or relaxing
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Manufactured in Spain and Tunisia under strict quality controls
Private label possibilities
Registered Brand and Patented Garment
EvaPat (manufacturing since 1973)
Special collaboration with World Leaders in Textiles =, X-Static®, Swiss
Cotton –Supima- Lycra®
Permanent stock
Excellent customer care
Rapid deliveries

Latest Technology Fabric for Long-term Wellness
LumbarWear® is manufactured using a blend of high quality fibres offering total
adaptability, maximum comfort and protection.
Its composition =
62% Supima Cotton (Peru) +31% Polyamide +6% Elastane Lycra® + 1% X-Static Silver Yarn.
Specially designed to ensure optimum body temperature
Luxuriously soft
Machine washable with impeccable wash results
The most important thing is to feel good!

W I C K D R Y ATTI TU D E
E xterior Layer

Interior Layer

Sumpina cotton, Lycra,
Polyamide

CARETEX FABRIC:
Silver,Sumpina
cotton, Lycra,
Polyamide

The complete package

Sizes.
LumbarWear® is manufactured in 6 sizes = XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL.
Wellness
Ladies
Ref: 7595-1479-1 Slip nude/black
Ref: 7595-1524-1 Cyclist nude/black
Me n’s.
Ref: 7595-1473-1 Fly-Front Brief nude/black
Ref: 7595-1493-1 Fly-Front Boxer nude/black
Sports Performance
Ladies
Ref: 7595-1479-1 Slip nude/black
Ref: 7595-1524-1 Cyclist nude/black
Ref: 7595-1522-1 Capri nude/black
Ref: 7595-1486-1 Bodyshort nude/black
Me n’s
Ref: 7595-1491-1 Fly-Front Cyclist nude/black
Ref: 7595-1490-1 Fly-Front Pirate nude/black
Ref: 7595-1487-1 Fly-Front Bodyshort nude/black
Product Prese ntation =
Card with photo, specifications and product benefits.
Placed inside an attractive plastic pouch..

